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Abstract

User
Service

Interactive microservices expose API endpoints to be invoked by users. For such applications, precisely estimating
the resources required to serve specific API traffic is challenging. This is because an API request can interact with
different components and consume different resources for
each component. The notion of API traffic is vital to application owners since the API endpoints often reflect business
logic, e.g., a customer transaction. The existing systems that
simply rely on historical resource utilization are not APIaware and thus cannot estimate the resource requirement
accurately. This paper presents DeepRest, a deep learningdriven resource estimation system. DeepRest formulates resource estimation as a function of API traffic and learns the
causality between user interactions and resource utilization
directly in a production environment. Our evaluation shows
that DeepRest can estimate resource requirements with over
90% accuracy, even if the API traffic to be estimated has never
been observed (e.g., 3× more users than ever or unseen traffic
shape). We further apply resource estimation for application
sanity checks. DeepRest identifies system anomalies by verifying whether the resource utilization is justifiable by how
the application is being used. It can successfully identify two
major cyber threats: ransomware and cryptojacking attacks.
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Figure 1. The flow of API requests across components in a
social network application from DeathStarBench [30].

1

Introduction

Microservices have caused a paradigm shift, with large content platforms and cloud providers, such as Netflix, Twitter, Uber, IBM, and Amazon, having migrated to this design [27, 30, 60, 61]. It divides monolithic applications into
the graphs of multiple single-purpose components, interacting through RPC or REST interfaces to collectively provide
a service. Figure 1 shows an example of a social network
application. While this modular design allows agile development and resource flexibility where each component can be
developed and scaled independently, it complicates resource
management [29, 31, 32, 54, 73]. The application owner has
to request resources for each component (a container or a
pod) to ensure the application can serve the traffic from users.
This is often assisted by resource estimation techniques to
forecast future utilization such that the application owner
can prepare and allocate such resources ahead of time to
maintain QoS [54, 73]. Another role of resource estimation
is to estimate the expected usage in the past. The application
owner can compare the actual past usage with the expected
consumption to identify system anomalies [20, 22].
In this context, several solutions have emerged. They monitor the recurring resource consumption patterns of applications and forecast their future requirements [21, 37, 38,
42, 48]. However, such solutions still follow the traditional
component-focused forecasting approach used for monolithic applications. Specifically, they lack any API awareness
and cannot identify the resource footprints of specific APIs
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across the components. Since the user-facing APIs in an application often represent business logic (e.g., a /purchaseProduct API request refers to a consumer purchasing a product), tracking the impact of any change in the API traffic
on resource consumption is vital to application owners. For
instance, they may expect more traffic towards certain APIs
during a holiday season and need to prepare in advance to
meet the additional traffic demand. The resources can be
scaled up to meet the performance requirements or scaled
down to save cost. Yet, existing approaches are unable to
answer such queries as the estimation problem has to be
formulated as a function of API traffic. Moreover, tracking
the resource footprints of APIs enables application owners to
verify the sanity of applications. Even though the resource
consumption appears to be consistent with the historical
trends, any consumption that the corresponding API traffic cannot justify may represent an anomaly, such as bugs,
cryptojacking, and crypto-ransomware attacks.
In spite of its benefits, identifying the resource footprint of
an API on specific components can be challenging for several
reasons. First, an API has its own flow that traverses different components in the application based on the underlying
business logic. Second, multiple APIs can trigger the same
component while consuming its resources differently. Third,
an API may exhibit different consumption based on external
factors, such as the content of a request. In this paper, we
address the above challenges by proposing DeepRest, a deep
learning approach for resource estimation. DeepRest infers
the causality between user activities on the application and
resource consumption by tracking application traces and
resource metrics. Our contributions are as follows.

violating the workload patterns observed in the past. In addition to resource allocations, our experiments on application
sanity checks demonstrate the use of DeepRest to detect two
major cybersecurity threats. We identify ransomware and
cryptojacking attacks by tracking the violation of causality
between user activities and resource consumption. We envision that DeepRest can be deployed in on-premises clusters
or a cloud as a service to serve any hosted application.

2

Related Work

Auto-scaling has become an industry standard [2, 3, 5, 7] to
relieve the pain of resource management by automating scaling decisions. The mechanisms can be categorized into two
types. Reactive approaches continuously monitor the system
and trigger a scaling action when a predefined condition is
met [13]. For instance, Taherizadeh and Stankovski [63] generate dynamically changing thresholds per container such
that it will be scaled when its resource utilization exceeds
the threshold. MIRAS [71] and FIRM [54] use reinforcement
learning to directly predict what scaling action should be
taken. Similarly, ATOM [32] and Microscaler [72] use a combination of queuing theory and heuristics to find the best resource configuration of microservices. While some resources
(e.g., CPU) may be scaled instantly if available, others may
take time to request (e.g., storage type or additional capacity).
Hence, the reaction time can be insufficient to avoid overloading the system. In this regard, DeepRest can assist in
schedule-based autoscaling [1] so that the resources can be
scaled prior to the surge in user requests. Moreover, knowing
resource consumption in advance allows additional provisioning time, especially when the resources cannot be scaled
up further and require application reconfiguration, e.g., by
adding more instances or replicas.
Predictive techniques estimate resource consumption in
advance. Verma et al. [66] use season-trend decomposition,
while ARIMA [18] is another popular choice in using timeseries analysis to help auto-scaling [49, 50, 57]. They use
the historical resource utilization of a container or a virtual machine to forecast its consumption in the near future.
MF-LSTM [64], ASFM [53], and HANSEL [69] improve the
prediction accuracy of resource scaling using neural networks. The main weakness in these approaches is that they
depend on recurring patterns in resource consumption, thus
not suitable to predict unseen or occasional traffic patterns.
Moreover, application owners may provision resources according to the usage trends, expressed in the form of API
traffic. However, the existing approaches are unable to answer such queries, and it is difficult without knowing how
user activities impact different components according to the
application’s business logic. Another predictive technique
proposed by Zhou and Maas [75] explores the use of distributed traces to predict storage-related metrics. It assumes
the application owner has injected expressive logs in traces

• We propose a general-purpose solution to estimate resource consumption as a function of API traffic. That is,
DeepRest is privacy-preserving and does not assume any
implementation knowledge of the application or its APIs.
• We develop a feature extractor to turn the unstructured
traces collected across components into structured features critical to resource estimation. This allows DeepRest
to be agnostic to the application’s component structure
and to be employed in any application without modification to DeepRest.
• We introduce a multi-expert neural design, where the dedicated expert for a resource in a component automatically
discovers its dependency on both APIs and resources in
other components. For instance, the disk usage of a component can be intensely dependent on the CPU consumption
of another component for a specific API.
We use Social Network and Hotel Reservation applications
from DeathStarBench [30], a microservice benchmark suite,
to evaluate DeepRest. We identify three common use cases
for application owners to query DeepRest for resource allocations, namely, API traffic with (i) unseen scales of users, (ii)
unseen API compositions, and (iii) unseen traffic shapes, all
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Figure 2. An example of one-day API traffic and its consumed CPU resources in the FrontendNGINX webserver.

Figure 3. The execution diagram of a trace originated from
a /readTimeline API request.

and uses natural language processing tools to learn from
them [74]. While it demonstrates the possibility of using
information from the application layer to infer resource consumption, it is privacy-intrusive and heavily dependent on
how the owner instruments the application.
Resource metrics reflect system health. Hence, a number of works have been proposed to detect anomalies in
such metrics to assist cluster management [28, 55, 58, 67, 76].
They adopt a similar pipeline with, e.g., Seasonal (Hybrid)
ESD [34] using robust statistics, RePAD [44] using deep neural networks, and DLA [58] using Markov models to estimate
the expected utilization, and any measurement deviating
significantly will be regarded as anomalies. The common
weakness of the above approaches is the dependency on
recurring patterns. Since the traffic to an application can
change due to any benign reason (e.g., an event), those unseen trends/periodicities on metrics should not be identified
as anomalous as long as they can be justified w.r.t. the traffic.

3

Component Name: Operation Name

Figure 2a collected by monitoring tools such as cAdvisor [4]
and Prometheus [12]), we also need to track the application logic. Such observability can be provided by distributed
tracing. Distributed tracing was originally designed to help
application owners pinpoint the culprit component responsible for poor performance or a failure [59]. With tracing,
every API request received by the application is recorded
as a trace. Figure 3 visualizes an example trace using the
format commonly adopted by off-the-shelf tracing tools (e.g.,
Jaeger [8]). Each operation performed by the application to
serve an API request is represented as a span. For instance,
the /readTimeline API request first triggers the FrontendNGINX component, creating the root span (top) in Figure 3.
Then, it invokes another component, UserTimelineService,
and spawns a child span, which subsequently communicates
with the UserTimelineMongoDB to find the post IDs belonging to the target user’s timeline and retrieves post contents
from the PostStorageService querying PostStorageMongoDB.
Given that the entire lifetime of an API request is encapsulated in these traces, harvesting knowledge from them allows
DeepRest to infer how each API request interacts with the
application and estimate its resource consumption.
DeepRest Design. DeepRest adheres to the following
design principles:
• Application-independence: DeepRest should not assume
any implementation knowledge of the application components or its APIs (e.g., how an API endpoint traverses
different components and the programming logic within
each component). This allows DeepRest to serve any application deployed in a cluster without modification. The
application only needs to include the desired libraries to
enable monitoring and tracing. Such libraries are becoming standard today in microservice frameworks [11].
• Privacy-preserving: DeepRest should only rely on common
resource metrics and distributed traces without requiring
any application-specific information (e.g., logs). Without
revealing application semantics, all sensitive attributes
(e.g., component and API details) need to be hashed before
being ingested by DeepRest to minimize the risk of privacy
leakage.

Background and Design

API-driven Microservices. DeepRest is a resource estimation system for API-driven microservices, which expose API
endpoints for their users to invoke through, e.g., HTTP requests. Each API endpoint is single-purposed and often requires specific inputs accompanied with the request to complete the task. Once an API request is received, the entry
component (e.g., an NGINX webserver) processes it based on
the implemented business logic and may trigger other components to serve the request collectively. The stream of API
traffic to an application can be represented as a multivariate
time-series, indicating how many Requests Per Second (RPS)
are received for every exposed API endpoint. Throughout
this paper, we use the social network application in Figure 1 as a motivating example. Figure 2a gives an example
of one-day traffic to the social network with two peak-hour
and three example APIs, showing at each time step, how
many /composePost (orange), /readTimeline (brown), and
/uploadMedia (blue) requests are received per second.
To perform an API-aware resource estimation, in addition
to the resource consumption metrics (e.g., Figure 2b shows
the CPU utilization of a component serving the traffic in
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Figure 4. The end-to-end design of DeepRest with two modes in the query phase. The synthetic/real traces are sent to the
feature extractor to transform them into structured features for the API-aware deep resource estimator to predict utilization.
• Unsupervised learning: DeepRest should not require any
manual intervention by the application owner to label the
data. Also, it should not require separate preparation for
training, e.g., with a custom workload, but has to learn
directly from live user traffic.
Why DNNs. DeepRest is driven by deep learning techniques. It benefits from DNNs’ ability to automatically distill
input API traffic relevant to the resource to be estimated
and transform them into useful latent features. The latent
features are essential to disentangle the complex relationship
between APIs, components, and their resources for reaching
higher estimation accuracy. Furthermore, with shallow learning (e.g., support vector regression), we found that the estimation of some resources has higher accuracy when using, e.g.,
a linear function, while the others may perform better with,
e.g., a polynomial function. The application owner needs to
conduct tedious model selection to find an algorithm and a
hyperparameter setting for each resource. It may not reach
high accuracy at all because the number of algorithms and
configurations one can try is limited. In contrast, DNNs offer
a general solution irrespective of the resource type of the
component to be estimated, because they can approximate
any function leading to high accuracy [36].
Challenges. DNNs are instrumental in various predictive
tasks, but using them to achieve accurate resource estimation for microservices is challenging. First, learning from live
production data is an important requirement for deployment
practicability, but it also imposes significant complexity because DeepRest has to learn from a mixture of invocations to
different APIs. Different APIs have their own flow traversing
components and using resources, and even the same API
endpoint can trigger components and use their resources in
different ways. Without a proper feature extraction process
to provide useful learning signals, DNNs can be ineffective
to infer the correct resource footprints of APIs. In addition,

the resource usages of different microservices are often correlated. For example, an increase in resource utilization of
one component can imply the use of a resource in another
component. The awareness of such correlations has to be
encoded in DNNs such that they can be properly discovered
and maintained. These motivate the design of two synergistic modules in DeepRest: (i) a distributed tracing feature
extractor to maximize the learning signals and boost DNN
learning and (ii) a DNN-based resource estimator with a
neural architecture dedicated to interactive microservices.
During the application learning phase, DeepRest queries
the telemetry server in the production environment to obtain distributed traces and past resource utilization of each
component. They are used by DeepRest to learn which components are triggered and what resources are used by each
API endpoint. Upon the completion of application learning,
the application owner can perform the following two types
of queries, as depicted in Figure 4. (1) Taking the expected
API traffic as input, DeepRest allows the application owner
to estimate the required resources to serve the specified API
traffic. The API traffic is sent to DeepRest’s trace synthesizer to produce synthetic traces, following the distribution
obtained in the application learning phase. (2) Taking the
real API traffic and traces as input, DeepRest allows the application owner to estimate how many resources should be
consumed in the corresponding time frame. The application’s
sanity can be checked based on whether the resource utilization can be justified w.r.t. the API traffic. We demonstrate the
use of sanity checks for identifying ransomware and cryptojacking attacks in Section 5. Either type of queries provides
a sequence of traces (synthetic or real) to DeepRest’s feature
extractor to transform unstructured traces into structured
features. Our API-aware deep resource estimator then predicts the expected utilization and the confidence interval for
each resource in each component in the application.
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DeepRest Methodology
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4.1 Distributed Tracing Feature Extractor
Distributed traces offer invaluable information for DeepRest to understand how API requests interact with different
components. However, by default, they are represented as
execution diagrams of spans (recall Figure 3). Depending
on the payload of the API request triggering different business logic, the number of spans varies from trace to trace.
This imposes challenges for discovering knowledge using
machine learning techniques because structured (vectorized)
inputs are required [33]. Thus, feature engineering needs to
be done for DeepRest to digest such unstructured data.
While expressive logs may be found in spans as the application owner can insert them for debugging purposes (e.g.,
SQL statements can be associated with the spans created
in MySQL components), DeepRest considers only the execution topology. This is in stark contrast to existing works
mining the logs in traces with natural language processing techniques [74, 75], which can be privacy-intrusive and
application-dependent. Given that each span must be associated with the component name (e.g., PostStorageService)
and the operation name (e.g., findPosts), we can construct an
execution topology graph where each node is a (component,
operation) pair found in those traces for application learning.
A trace can then be represented as a directed invocation path
in the graph, as shown in Figure 5, where the highlighted
path is equivalent to the example trace in Figure 3.
The intuition of DeepRest feature engineering is that the
utilization of a resource in a component is related to how
many times the component is triggered conditioned on the
business logic. Such logic can be inferred from the invocation path. Taking the disk usage of the MediaMongoDB
component as an example, if the invocation path is:

14:

Input: T: the invocation paths of traces collected in the
application learning phase
Output: M: the path-to-feature map
procedure Construct-Feature-Space(T)
M ← HashMap()
for each trace T𝑖 in T do
M ← Traverse-Construct(M, T𝑖 .𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡, List())
return M
procedure Traverse-Construct(M, node, prefix)
prefix.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (node.𝐼 𝐷)
if prefix not in M then
M[prefix] ← M.𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
for each child in node.𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 do
M ← Traverse-Construct(M, child, prefix)
return M

we should not expect changes to disk usage. Note that this
is an overly simplified example. In practice, we hash the
component and operation names to avoid privacy leakage,
especially when DeepRest is deployed as a service. Also, the
cause of disk usage is rather intuitive, but most resources
(e.g., CPU) are non-trivial. DeepRest constructs a feature
space that covers all possible invocation paths from the root
to every node in the execution topology graph such that the
DNN estimator can discover which ones are relevant for the
prediction task and exploit them for estimation.
Algorithm 1 shows the feature space construction process, where the number of entries in the returned path-tofeature map M is the dimensionality of the feature space.
Resource utilization is measured as the average consumption over a time window (e.g., 5 seconds). We partition the
collected traces accordingly and transform the 𝑡-th partition
T𝑡 into the feature vector 𝒙 𝑡 using Algorithm 2. The timeseries of feature vectors {𝒙 1, ...𝒙𝑇 } are sent to our API-aware
deep resource estimator to predict the utilization time-series
ˆ 𝑇𝑐,𝑟 } for all component 𝑐’s and their resource 𝑟 ’s,
{𝒚ˆ 𝑐,𝑟
1 , ..., 𝒚
𝑐,𝑟
where 𝒚ˆ 𝑡 is the utilization of resource 𝑟 (e.g., disk usage) in
component 𝑐 (e.g., MediaMongoDB) at the 𝑡-th time step.
4.2 API-aware Deep Resource Estimator
We adopt a multi-expert design in our API-aware deep resource estimator. For each resource in each component, we
build a dedicated DNN expert, as depicted in Figure 6. The
swarm of experts has an API-aware neural design and are allowed to communicate with each other to exploit the strong
dependencies across resources in microservices [30]. Let
𝐹 𝑐,𝑟 be the function representing the expert dedicated to
estimating the resource 𝑟 in component 𝑐. It takes the timeseries of feature vectors {𝒙 1, ...𝒙𝑇 } from the DeepRest feature extractor as input and returns the estimated utilization
ˆ 𝑇𝑐,𝑟 = 𝐹 𝑐,𝑟 (𝒙 1, ...𝒙𝑇 ) within the same time frame.
𝒚ˆ 𝑐,𝑟
1 , ..., 𝒚

“Root → MediaFrontend:uploadMedia → MediaMongoDB:store"

one can expect the disk usage to increase. However, if the
invocation path triggering the same MediaMongoDB is:
“Root → MediaFrontend:getMedia → MediaMongoDB:find"
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Algorithm 2 DeepRest feature extraction
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4:

Input: T𝑡 : the invocation paths of traces collected at the
𝑡-th time window; M: the path-to-feature map
Output: 𝒙 𝑡 : the feature vector at the 𝑡-th time window
procedure Extract-Feature(T𝑡 , M)
𝒙 𝑡 ← ZeroVector(size = M.𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)
for each trace T𝑖 in T𝑡 do
𝒙 𝑡 ← Traverse-Extract(𝒙 𝑡 , T𝑖 .𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡, List(), M)
return 𝒙 𝑡
procedure Traverse-Extract(𝒙 𝑡 , node, prefix, M)
prefix.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 (node.𝐼𝐷)
𝒙 𝑡 [M[prefix]] ← 𝒙 𝑡 [M[prefix]] + 1
for each child in node.𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 do
𝒙 𝑡 ← Traverse-Extract(𝒙 𝑡 , child, prefix, M)
return 𝒙 𝑡

…

1:

Component 1 - CPU

Component 3
CPU

Time t

Figure 6. The API-aware DNN experts in DeepRest.
send the corresponding masked feature vector 𝒙˜ 𝑡 (see Equation 1) as input and compute the hidden states 𝒉𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 :
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝒛𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 = 𝜎 (𝑾 𝑧 𝒙˜ 𝑡 + 𝑼 𝑧 𝒉𝑡 −1 + 𝒃 𝑧 )
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝒌 𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 = 𝜎 (𝑾 𝑘 𝒙˜ 𝑡 + 𝑼 𝑘 𝒉𝑡 −1 + 𝒃 𝑘 )

API-aware Neural Design. Recall from Section 4.1 that
each feature corresponds to one possible invocation path
originated from an API request (e.g., the path in Figure 5
comes from /readTimeline). To facilitate the learning, we
explicitly instruct the DNN expert to discover which APIs
(their invocation paths) are relevant to the resource it is responsible for estimating. We introduce an API-aware mask
𝒎𝑐,𝑟 that is a learnable weight vector with the same dimensionality as 𝒙 𝑡 to mask the input features at each time step:
𝒙˜ 𝑡 = 𝜎 (𝒎𝑐,𝑟 ) ⊙ 𝒙 𝑡 ,

𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝒉˜ 𝑡 = tanh(𝑾 𝑐,𝑟
𝒙˜ + 𝑼 𝑐,𝑟
(𝒌 𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 ⊙ 𝒉𝑡 −1 ) + 𝒃 ℎ )
ℎ 𝑡
ℎ

(2)

𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
˜ 𝑐,𝑟
𝒉𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 = 𝒛 𝑡 ⊙ 𝒉𝑡 −1 + (1 − 𝒛 𝑡 ) ⊙ 𝒉𝑡

This is done by using the gating mechanism in GRUs: (i)
the update gate 𝒛𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 which controls how much of the past
information stored in the previous hidden states needs to
be retained for the future and (ii) the reset gate 𝒌 𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 which
decides which information is to be kept from the previous
time steps together with the new input. These gates (i.e.,
𝑐,𝑟
𝒛𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 and 𝒌 𝑡 ) are both vectors with values from 0.00 to 1.00
computed using the corresponding trainable parameters (i.e.,
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
{𝑾 𝑐,𝑟
𝑧 , 𝑼 𝑧 , 𝒃 𝑧 } for the update gate and {𝑾 𝑘 , 𝑼 𝑘 , 𝒃 𝑘 } for
the reset gate). Intuitively, the optimization process finetunes those trainable parameters to selectively filter out any
irrelevant information while keeping the useful content. The
𝑐,𝑟
new memory 𝒉˜ 𝑡 computed using the trainable parameters
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
{𝑾 ℎ , 𝑼 ℎ , 𝒃 ℎ } will be combined with the hidden states from
𝑐,𝑟
the past 𝒉𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 −1 to generate the new hidden states 𝒉𝑡 , which
will be subsequently used to produce the estimated utilization at time 𝑡 and fed to the next time step 𝑡 + 1. With this
design, the estimation at time 𝑡 is conditioned on the preceding inputs through the hidden states extracted in the past,
and Equation 2 can be repeated until all 𝒙 𝑡 ’s are processed.
For more details on recurrent neural networks, including
their evolution, formulation, and neural architectures, we
refer the readers to the review by Lipton et al. [46].
Cross-component Attention Mechanism. Resources
in microservices are correlated [30]. For instance, the increase in CPU of the ComposePostService component can
imply the increase in the disk usage of the PostStorageMongoDB component as a new social media post will be stored.
Such strong correlations between resources in components
have to be maintained, but identifying them manually to
optimize the architectural design of DeepRest can be infeasible in practice. We hence develop a data-driven approach

(1)

where 𝜎 (·) is the sigmoid function to ensure the weights
range from 0.00 to 1.00, and ⊙ is the Hadamard product. The
mask 𝒎𝑐,𝑟 is fine-tuned during the optimization process to be
presented in Section 4.3 to only amplify those features that
are relevant and useful to boost the estimation accuracy (i.e.,
those dimensions with weights close to 1.00 after applying
the sigmoid function). We show in Section 6 that interpreting
these learned masks enables various interesting use cases in
addition to resource estimation.
Recurrent Architecture. Resource estimation is inherently a time-series prediction problem. First, the utilization
of a resource at the current time step is not only conditioned
on what requests have been received at the same time step
but also in the past because of possibly queuing effects [73].
Also, the duration of the time frame can vary from query to
query (e.g., the application owner may want to estimate one
day of traffic for the first query and only 30 minutes for the
second query, etc.). One cannot simply use feedforward neural networks for estimation, which (1) do not consider the
temporal factor and (2) require a fixed-length input. In light
of these properties, we incorporate a recurrent structure into
each DNN expert using Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [23]
to allow information propagation over time and estimate
variable-length time-series. In particular, at time step 𝑡, we
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through the concept of attention mechanism from neural
machine translation [15, 65], allowing each expert to optionally communicate with others. In particular, we construct
the attention vector 𝒂𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 at time 𝑡 as follows:
Õ
′ ′
𝑐,𝑟
𝒂𝑡 =
𝛼𝑐𝑐,𝑟′,𝑟 ′ 𝒉𝑐𝑡 ,𝑟 ,
(3)

API
Request

Client

Search
Service
Reserve
Service

RecommendMongoDB
ProfileService

where we use the notation C × R to represent the set of all
component-resource pairs, and 𝛼𝑐𝑐,𝑟′,𝑟 ′ is the trainable weight
′ ′
controlling how much information from the expert 𝐹 𝑐 ,𝑟
should be taken by the expert 𝐹 𝑐,𝑟 . The attention vector is
then concatenated with the hidden states from Equation 2
and sent to the fully connected layer with trainable parameters 𝑽 𝑐,𝑟 to obtain the final estimate at time 𝑡:

ProfileMongoDB

GeoService

GeoMongoDB

RateService

RateMongoDB

User
Service

(𝑐 ′,𝑟 ′ ) ∈C×R\{ (𝑐,𝑟 ) }

𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 𝑐,𝑟
𝒚ˆ 𝑐,𝑟
𝑡 = 𝑽 (𝒂𝑡 ||𝒉𝑡 ),

Recommend
Service

Frontend
Service

ReserveMongoDB
UserMongoDB

Figure 7. The hotel reservation application.
4.4 Trace Synthesizer
DeepRest allows the application owner to submit API traffic that the application is expected to serve in the future.
This type of queries does not provide traces to DeepRest
as the API traffic is yet to be served. We introduce a trace
synthesizer by observing the traces captured in the application learning phase. For each API, we find all traces it
triggered and estimate the probability distribution of invocation paths conditioned on the API, i.e., Prob(P|API). Once
DeepRest receives the query API traffic, which, e.g., specifies 𝑁 requests of /readTimeline at a particular time step,
we can synthesize the invocation paths by sampling from
Prob(P|API = /readTimeline) 𝑁 times. Then, DeepRest
can convert the query API traffic into a sequence of invocation paths (traces) for downstream modules to operate.

(4)

which is a three-dimensional vector representing (1) the
expected utilization, (2) the lower limit, and (3) the upper
limit of the confidence interval at time 𝑡.
4.3 Quantile Regression Optimization
We have described how DeepRest employs a swarm of DNN
experts to estimate resource utilization. For each expert 𝐹 𝑐,𝑟 ,
we have the API-aware mask (i.e., 𝒎𝑐,𝑟 ), the model parameters in the recurrent layer (i.e., 𝑾 𝑐,𝑟 ’s, 𝑼 𝑐,𝑟 ’s, and 𝒃 𝑐,𝑟 ’s), the
attention weights (i.e., 𝛼 𝑐,𝑟 ’s), and the final fully connected
layer (i.e., 𝑽 𝑐,𝑟 ). During the application learning phase, we
exploit the traces collected in the past by the telemetry server
to make estimates and compare them with the resource utilization collected during the same period to guide the iterative fine-tuning of these trainable parameters. The goal is to
learn the parameters which can deliver high estimation accuracy. Rather than giving a single-point estimate at each time
step, DeepRest formulates a quantile regression problem to
also estimate the 𝛿-confidence interval. Given the auxiliary
quantile loss [40]:
(
𝛿Δ
if Δ ≥ 0
Q(Δ|𝛿) =
(5)
(𝛿 − 1)Δ if Δ < 0,

5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1 Experiment Setup
Microservice Applications. We evaluate DeepRest on two
microservice benchmarks - a Social Network application and
a Hotel Reservation application from DeathStarBench [30].
The social network comprises 23 stateless and 6 stateful components (see Figure 1) interacting with each other to provide
users functionalities to publish, read, and react to social media posts through 11 API endpoints. The hotel reservation
system (see Figure 7 for a simplified architecture) has 12
stateless and 6 stateful components with 4 API endpoints for
searching, getting recommendations, and reserving hotels.
These applications cover a wide range of workflow patterns
and use various programming languages (e.g., Go, C++, and
Lua). While the following experiments are conducted using
the entire application, for the discussion, we focus on three
representative APIs and six components in the social network. The API invocation and component relationships of
the application are illustrated in Figure 8.
Workload Generation. We generate workloads based
on real-world behaviors using Locust [10]. The social network graph and post contents are imported from real-world
datasets from Facebook to resemble the realistic interactions between users [56]. The photos are drawn from the
INRIA dataset, having pictures of people with various resolutions [26]. For the hotel reservation system, we follow
the same setting as in [30]. Our generator simulates one-day

the optimization function of DeepRest with input time-series
𝑐,𝑟
{𝒙 1, ..., 𝒙𝑇 } and ground truth utilization {𝑦𝑐,𝑟
1 , ..., 𝑦𝑇 } for all
component 𝑐’s and their resource 𝑟 ’s is formulated as:

𝑇
1Õ Õ
𝑐,𝑟
Q(𝑦ˆ𝑡,exp
− 𝑦𝑡𝑐,𝑟 |0.5)+
L (𝜽 |𝛿) =
𝑇 𝑡 =1
(𝑐,𝑟 ) ∈C×R
 (6)
1−𝛿
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟 1 − 𝛿
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
Q(𝑦ˆ𝑡,low − 𝑦𝑡 |
) + Q(𝑦ˆ𝑡,up − 𝑦𝑡 |𝛿 +
) ,
2
2
𝑐,𝑟
where 𝜽 denotes all trainable parameters in DeepRest, 𝑦ˆ𝑡,exp
𝑐,𝑟
𝑐,𝑟
is the expected utilization, 𝑦ˆ𝑡,low and 𝑦ˆ𝑡,up are the lower
limit and upper limit of the confidence interval respectively.
We use an optimizer, such as stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [17], to iteratively fine-tune 𝜽 , minimizing the above
loss function until convergence.
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scaled according to the usage of the API endpoints without
relying on application traces. (iii) Component-aware scaling
uses distributed traces to learn a scaling factor for each component according to how many more or fewer invocations
it will expect w.r.t. the past. While this baseline is aware of
the API flow, it does not identify the fine-grained resource
footprints. This approach scales all resources in a component
by the same factor.

PostStorage
MongoDB

Media
MongoDB

Figure 8. Three representative APIs and their simplified
invocation relationships with six components in the social
network application.

5.2 Estimation Accuracy Analysis
To highlight the advantages of DeepRest, we begin with a
qualitative analysis on estimating the CPU utilization in the
ComposePostService and the write IOps in the PostStorageMongoDB given two query API traffic patterns in the social
network application. Each query sends one-day traffic to
DeepRest for resource estimation. Figure 9 shows the 7-day
API traffic we used for application learning to train DeepRest.
/composePost-dominated Traffic. Figure 10a shows the
one-day query API traffic with two peak-hour similar to the
application learning phase, but it expects much more requests, and yet the additional ones are primarily /composePost (the orange region). Figure 10b and Figure 10c compare
different techniques with the actual measurements of the
CPU utilization and the write IOps respectively. The actual
measurements are collected by running the query traffic in
the application and are used as the ground truth in this experiment: an accurate resource estimator should produce a curve
close to the actual measurements (the black curve). Resourceaware deep learning (i.e., resrc-aware DL with the red curve)
performs the worst because it does not consider the number
of requests to be served in the one-day period. Compared
with Figure 9, the query traffic has 2× more requests than in
the past, and those additional requests consume much more
CPU and incur much more IOps. Differently, with DeepRest
(green curve) giving the most precise estimation, simple scaling (pink curve) and component-aware scaling (blue curve)
can also capture the burst in CPU and IOps incurred by the
increased number of requests. The results validate the importance of considering user activities in the application layer
to infer resource consumption.
/readTimeline-dominated Traffic. Figure 11 shows the
same set of experiments with a different query API traffic, dominated by /readTimeline (the brown region in Figure 11a). Interesting observations can be obtained by contrasting the results with Figure 10. First, even though the total
number of requests in both scenarios are alike, the actual
measurements of the CPU utilization in the ComposePostService do not increase similarly (the black curve in Figure 11b).
This is because, from Figure 8, the /readTimeline API does
not invoke the ComposePostService. However, simple scaling still mistakenly estimates a high CPU utilization since it
cannot know which components will be triggered, and all
resources in the application will be scaled in the same way.
Component-aware scaling addresses this flaw by utilizing

traffic in five minutes. By default, we follow real-world phenomena to simulate two peak-hour per day (e.g., lunchtime
and late evening). API requests are sent according to realworld distributions with variations from day to day to mimic
non-deterministic properties in practice [43].
System Setup and Hyperparameters. We deploy all microservices in separate Docker containers orchestrated by
Kubernetes [9]. We install the most commonly-used telemetry tools, including Jaeger [8] for distributed tracing and
Prometheus [12] for resource monitoring. Our prototype
considers CPU and memory utilization in all components,
and also write IOps, write throughput, and disk usage in stateful components. Hence, our experiments cover 76 resources
in 29 components for the social network and 54 resources in
18 components for the hotel reservation. The scrape interval
is set to be 5 seconds, and all other configurations are set
to be their default value. DeepRest is implemented using
PyTorch [52]. We use the same hyperparameter setting to
train two instances of DeepRest, one for each application.
The DNN experts have an identical neural architecture: one
GRU layer with 128 hidden units and the cross-component
attention mechanism with 128 hidden units. We collect seven
days of data for application learning and train DeepRest with
30 epochs and a batch size of 32. Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [17] is used as the optimizer with a learning rate of
0.001. The experiments are conducted on Intel Core i7-9700K
CPU x 8 with 32 GiB of memory and a GeForce RTX 2080
SUPER GPU running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS.
Comparison Baselines. We have implemented three competitive baselines: (i) Resource-aware deep learning trains a
neural network for each component-resource pair taking the
last day of resource utilization as input to predict the nextday utilization. Existing resource estimation techniques use
historical utilization to forecast consumption in the near future [53, 64, 66, 69]. This baseline represents such approaches
and demonstrates their weakness: no matter how sophisticated they are in capturing the usage in the past, they are
unable to consider the API traffic that the application owner
expects to serve. (ii) Simple scaling scales all resources in
all components by the same factor according to how many
more or fewer API requests will be received by the application w.r.t. the past. With this baseline, the application can be
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(a) Query API Traffic

(b) ComposePostService - CPU (c) PostStorageMongoDB - IOps

Figure 10. Estimation given /composePost-intensive API Traffic.

Figure 9. The 7-day API traffic
during the application learning phase
with three APIs: /composePost,
/readTimeline, and /uploadMedia.
Each day has two peak-hour (e.g.,
lunchtime and late evening) to match
real-world social network behaviors.

(a) Ours: DeepRest

(a) Query API Traffic

(b) ComposePostService - CPU (c) PostStorageMongoDB - IOps

Figure 11. Estimation given /readTimeline-intensive API Traffic.

(b) BL: Resrc-aware DL

(c) BL: Simple Scaling

(d) BL: Component-aware Scaling

Figure 12. The estimation quality heatmaps on four components (columns) and five resource types (rows) in the social network.
The green color represents accurate prediction while the red color indicates inaccurate estimation. IOps, throughput, and disk
usage are inapplicable in stateless components and marked in black. DeepRest offers the most stable and accurate estimation
compared with all other approaches.
distributed traces to infer which components will be triggered, and hence it can offer a better CPU estimation in this
scenario. Focusing on the write IOps estimation in Figure 11c,
our program analysis reveals that /readTimeline does not
incur any write operations on the PostStorageMongoDB. It
resonates with the actual measurements where the IOps does
not increase wildly as in Figure 10c. Due to the same reason,
simple scaling produces an inaccurate estimation. But interestingly, component-aware scaling overestimates by a large
margin. This is because even though it knows this component will be busy serving the query API traffic, it does not
know which resource(s) will be utilized, and all resources in
the component will be scaled in the same way. Such a problem is addressed by DeepRest as it learns which resource(s)

in the component will be consumed and estimates accordingly. Since /readTimeline has a low correlation with the
ComposePostService and the write IOps in the PostStorageMongoDB, it expects a low utilization for the given query
API traffic and delivers high-quality estimation in both cases.
These observations are not limited to the two resources
discussed above but can be consistently obtained in other resources and components. Figure 12 visualizes the estimation
quality of different algorithms on eleven resources in four
components as heatmaps. The color reflects the relative estimation quality in terms of mean absolute percentage error,
a popular evaluation metric in time-series prediction, where
the green cells refer to accurate estimation while the red cells
mean the opposite. This evaluation metric reveals how many
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resources will be under/over-estimated on average at a time
step. In particular, the CPU utilization estimated by DeepRest
deviates from the actual measurements by only 7.86~11.19%,
but resrc-aware DL, simple scaling, and component-aware
scaling lead to an error of 29.45~82.56%, 34.86~123.03%, and
16.06~39.35%, respectively. Similarly, the memory usage estimation by DeepRest has only an error of 1.12~8.04% per
time step, which is consistently much lower than baseline
approaches under/over-estimating by 3.36~22.78% with resrcaware DL, 9.39~22.36% with simple scaling, and 4.93~23.06%
with component-aware scaling. The same observation can
be made on IOps, throughput, and disk usage on PostStorageMongoDB. As many intelligent cluster management systems
are developed on top of resource estimation techniques, we
can expect those driven by DeepRest to offer more reliable
decisions while the ones using baseline approaches are untrustworthy. We delve into a detailed analysis of two such
use cases: resource allocation and application sanity check.

Figure 13. Examples of one-day query API traffic of the
three types of queries in business scenarios.

5.3 Resource Allocation
The application owner can use outputs from DeepRest to
allocate resources ahead of time, which is particularly useful
for resources that cannot be assigned instantly. One immediate question is: how accurate can DeepRest be in answering
queries that submit API traffic different from what the application has been serving. We categorize three types of
API traffic that are unseen in the application learning phase
based on common business scenarios and use mean absolute
percentage error to quantify the quality of the resource allocation plans. Even though DeepRest can take queries of
any duration (e.g., 1-hour, 1-day, 3-day, etc.), we consider
one-day traffic for simplicity. Each type of query is repeated
nine times with minor variations in the maximum number
of application users and the composition of APIs to record
the worst-case performance.
Unseen Scales of Application Users. The application
owner may expect more users than ever and attempt to estimate how many resources to prepare for such growing
popularity of their application (or simply a burst in users
due to a special weekend sale in online shops). Figure 13a
shows example queries of three cases: 1× (same scale), 2×,
and 3× more users than in the application learning phase
(recall Figure 9). Figure 14 compares four algorithms with a
focus on CPU allocation to four components: (a) FrontendNGINX, (b) ComposePostService, (c) UserTimelineService, and
(d) PostStorageMongoDB. While we can observe a larger
scale of users leads to a higher error in allocation, DeepRest consistently outperforms other approaches by a large
margin. To demonstrate the applicability of DeepRest on
different applications, Figure 17 highlights the results of estimating the CPU utilization of the FrontendService in the
hotel reservation system (see Figure 7). With at most 200
concurrent users in the application learning phase, we query
DeepRest to estimate how many CPUs are needed to serve

3× more users. The results indicate that DeepRest still offers
the most accurate estimation, but both simple scaling and
component-aware scaling lead to significant overestimation.
This is because little errors can be magnified when a large
number of users are expected. Instead, DeepRest relies on the
universal approximation property of neural networks [35]
to robustly learn the mapping from API traffic to resource
utilization.
Unseen API Compositions. The application owner may
expect a change in user behaviors in using the application
due to, e.g., holidays. One example is an online shop that
can be dominated by API requests browsing products before Thanksgiving, and the users begin to purchase items
through the corresponding API when the sale starts. Figure 13b gives an example query with API composition: 10% of
/composePost, 85% of /readTimeline, and 5% of /uploadMedia, which has never been observed during the application
learning phase. Figure 15 compares two settings: API traffic
with compositions that have been or have not been observed
in the application learning phase. We observe a similar trend
in allocation quality in both settings, where DeepRest always
offers the most accurate plan, followed by the componentaware scaling and resrc-aware DL, and simple scaling leads
to the most significant error.
Unseen API Traffic Shapes. While we have been using
two peak-hour per day to be the traffic shape, the application owner may, e.g., expand the customer base from one
timezone to multiple ones. The aggregated traffic can become flat. This serves as the third business scenario where
the application owner attempts to estimate how many resources to prepare if the traffic shape is different from the
past. Figure 13c gives an example of API traffic with a flat
shape in contrast to the spiky shapes during application

(a) Unseen Scale of Application Users

(b) Unseen API Composition
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(b) ComposePostService

(c) UserTimelineService

(d) PostStorageMongoDB

Figure 14. Estimating CPU utilization given query API traffic with unseen scales of application users.

(a) FrontendNGINX

(b) ComposePostService

(c) UserTimelineService

(d) PostStorageMongoDB

Figure 15. Estimating CPU utilization given query API traffic with unseen API compositions.

(a) FrontendNGINX

(b) ComposePostService

(c) UserTimelineService

(d) PostStorageMongoDB

Figure 16. Estimating CPU utilization given query API traffic with unseen traffic shapes.

(a) FrontendService - CPU

learning. Figure 16 compares two settings: (1) the application learning phase has a traffic shape of two peak-hour per
day, but the query traffic is flat, and (2) the reverse. We can
consistently observe the accurate and stable performance
of DeepRest. Figure 18 explains such an observation by two
examples with “2-peak/day→Flat": (a) allocating CPU in the
ComposePostService and (b) estimating write IOps in the
PostStorageMongoDB. Since resrc-aware DL assumes the
future utilization always follows a similar pattern as in the
past (i.e., the application learning phase), it still returns two
peak-hour even though the submitted query traffic is flat
(see Figure 13c). The connection to the application layer addresses this problem, as demonstrated by simple scaling and
component-aware scaling. While they can output utilization
in a flat shape, the magnitude can still be far from the actual
measurements collected to be the ground truth. For “Flat→2peak/day" in Figure 16, resrc-aware DL performs the worst
in FrontendNGINX, ComposePostService, and UserTimelineService, while component-aware scaling has the largest error
in PostStorageMongoDB, showing their instability even if
they are not the worst technique in some settings.
Trace Synthesizer. In this use case, the application has
not received the query API traffic yet. DeepRest uses a trace
synthesizer to generate synthetic traces for its feature extractor to prepare for model inputs. The high-quality estimation
by DeepRest can be partially attributed to the synthesizer

(b) Absolute Percentage Error

Figure 17. The estimation of the CPU utilization of the FrontendService in the hotel reservation system having 3× more
users than ever.

(a) ComposePostService - CPU (b) PostStorageMongoDB - IOps

Figure 18. The estimation of two resources given the query
API traffic in Figure 13c.
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Synthesis
Quality (%)
1×
91.03
Unseen Scale 2×
92.75
3×
93.54
Unseen API Composition
91.41
2-peak/day → flat
93.22
Unseen Shape
flat → 2-peak/day
92.24

anomalies [20]. We demonstrate the use of DeepRest in detecting two major cybersecurity threats: ransomware attacks
and cryptojacking attacks [19].
Identifying Ransomware Attacks. Consider an attacker
launches ransomware attacks on the PostStorageMongoDB
to encrypt post contents and ask for ransoms [6]. Like the
resource allocation, we use seven days of data from the production environment in the past for application learning (e.g.,
from 07/06 to 07/12). Figure 19a shows the API traffic (1st
row) and gives the utilization of two example resources in the
corresponding 7-day period (2nd row for CPU utilization and
3rd row for write throughput in the PostStorageMongoDB).
We then send the real API traffic received during the period
where the application owner suspects unwanted activities to
DeepRest to conduct resource estimation. Figure 19b shows
the 9-day API traffic from 07/13 to 07/21 (1st row), the CPU
utilization (2nd row), and write throughput (3rd row), where
the yellow region indicates the DeepRest-expected interval
with 𝛿 = 0.90. Given the observation from Figure 19a that
the application was likely to have two peak-hour per day,
manual inspection on purely the resource utilization of, e.g.,
CPU (the red curve in 2nd row) can result in three suspicious dates: 07/14 with constantly high utilization, 07/16 with
only one peak-hour, and 07/19 also with only one peak-hour.
Using resrc-aware DL also detects these three dates to be
suspicious due to their violation of historical consumption
patterns. However, our DeepRest-expected interval reveals
that constantly high utilization is expected on 07/14, and exactly one peak-hour should be found on 07/16. Only the burst
on 07/19 is not justified, which is correct as we launched the
attack that day. Hence, two out of three detections by manual
inspection or resrc-aware DL are false alarms, and such a
problem can also be produced by using the scaling-based
baselines for sanity checks because of their inaccuracies in
estimating expected utilization. As shown below each figure,
we can quantify the deviation of actual measurements from
the DeepRest-expected interval by 𝐿2 distance and visualize
it as a 1D heatmap. The red color indicates the time points
where the deviation from DeepRest’s expectation is significant and hence anomalous. We can further enhance the trust
by triangulating with other components and resources as an
ensemble to generate interpretable events [22] as shown in
Figure 19c to be followed up by the application owner (e.g.,
selecting a recovery point for disaster recovery).
Identifying Cryptojacking Attacks. We also launch a
cryptojacking attack by installing a process in the application
to steal the resources for cryptomining. Figure 20 shows
the CPU utilization of the PostStorageMongoDB, where the
cryptomining began on 07/18. The actual measurements (red
curve) indicate an increased CPU utilization. Still, because
the application may serve more users from that day and
the utilization on 07/15 and 07/16 is also suspicious due to
the nonconformity to historical patterns, we need DeepRest
to estimate the expected interval to verify the hypothesis.

Query Scenario

Table 1. DeepRest produces high-quality synthetic traces
with over 91% accuracy for estimating resources given unseen API traffic.

because it can produce traces that closely resemble the ones
we will collect using distributed tracing tools if the query
traffic is sent to the application. We measure the percentage
accuracy of the synthesized traces by comparing them with
the ground truth traces captured by running the query for
evaluation purposes. Table 1 indicates that our trace synthesizer can reach an accuracy of over 91% in all six settings of
three common business scenarios.
Takeaway Messages. For resource estimation systems,
it is essential to understand the relationship between the
specific APIs, the components, and their resources, especially when the query API traffic pattern differs from the
one the application has been serving in the past. Learning
such resource footprints of APIs is the key for DeepRest
to generalize to estimate resources for unseen API traffic,
because even though traffic shapes, API compositions, and
user scales may change, how an API consumes resources
remains similar. Only considering the historical utilization
patterns (i.e., with resrc-aware DL) can result in inaccurate
provisioning. Second, identifying the dependency between
APIs and components (e.g., with the component-aware baseline) is not enough for accurate estimation. For example, 2×
increase in the overall traffic can lead to 4× increase in the
consumption of a certain resource in a component. The estimation system needs to build the knowledge of how each
API consumes resource(s) on each component and estimate
based on the composition of APIs in the traffic and their
resource footprints.
5.4 Application Sanity Check
DeepRest offers a unique opportunity to verify whether the
utilized resources are justifiable by how the application is
being used. We name this verification process as application sanity checks. For sanity checks, we feed the real API
traffic and their traces received in the production environment to DeepRest, which it uses to estimate the expected
resource utilization for each component. By observing the
deviation between the DeepRest-expected metrics and the
actual metrics, the application owner can identify potential
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Ransomware
attack

Anomalous Event #1
Time: 07/19 (MON) 12:00 - 13:30
Component: PostStorageMongoDB
Throughput: 210.2% higher than expected
CPU: 163.4% higher than expected
IOps: 31.8% higher than expected
Memory: 21.7% higher than expected
Component: FrontendNGINX
CPU: 21.1% lower than expected

(a) Application Learning Phase

(b) Sanity Checking Phase

(c) DeepRest examines the anomaly score of each resource in each component and combines them as an
ensemble to boost the accuracy and produce the overall
anomaly score (top) for generating the interpretable
alert (bottom) to be sent to the application owner.

Figure 19. DeepRest (a) takes the API traffic and the corresponding resource utilization to learn the application and (b)
estimates the expected utilization interval of each resource for sanity checks. If the resource consumption cannot be justified
by how the application is being used, (c) interpretable alerts can be generated to notify the application owner for further
examination.
between application and resource layers, it can be used in
conjunction with dedicated tools to boost the robust detection of cyberattacks [22, 24, 39] or other unwanted incidents
such as memory leakage due to software bugs [16, 45, 47].
Note that eventual confirmation of an anomaly may require
further analysis using specific malware scanners. However,
DeepRest delivers low-overhead real-time notifications to
the application owners for further investigation.

6

Discussion

Transfer Learning. We visualize the application-independent
part of the DNN experts using principal component analysis
(PCA), projecting the learned parameters in GRU cells onto
a 2D space in Figure 21. Experts responsible for MongoDB
form a cluster, even though they are trained for different
components with various roles in the social network. The
similarity between those models implies that they learn to
remember/forget in a similar way. Neural network training is to search for parameters iteratively. This phenomenon
sheds light on initializing model parameters with pre-trained
models [51] as, according to the substantial evidence from
transfer learning on computer vision tasks [25, 41], convergence can be accelerated from strategically selected initial
parameters, and accuracy can be improved. Such a transfer
of knowledge does not only limit to the same application
when it has a new component or to adapt to new behaviors
over time [62] but possibly other applications [70].
Interpreting DeepRest Models. Recall in Section 4 that
we introduce a trainable API-aware mask 𝒎 in each expert to

Figure 20. Using DeepRest to conduct application sanity
checks to identify cryptojacking attacks.

Indeed, the anomaly score represented as the 1D heatmap
confirms that according to the API traffic received in the
corresponding period, we should expect comparatively low
utilization with two peak-hour per day (yellow region) from
07/18, and the utilization before is benign. Hence, different
from using baseline approaches for sanity checks, which can
fail with two false alarms (i.e., 07/15 and 07/16), DeepRest
only recommends a suspicious event starting from 07/18 for
the application owner to follow up.
Takeaway Messages. Violating the periodicity in utilization (e.g., from two peak-hour per day to consistently high
utilization) is not always anomalous as long as it can be justified by how the application is being used w.r.t. the API traffic.
Since DeepRest provides a unique insight into the causality
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Figure 21. The DNN experts trained to estimate utilization
in MongoDB components (red crosses) are similar to each
other (forming a cluster).

Figure 22. DeepRest neural design reveals the dependencies
between resources and API endpoints.

in serverless computing [14]. Also, DeepRest currently focuses on non-read operations as caching imposes learning
challenges, which we also observe in memory consumption, leading to suboptimal estimation accuracy (2nd row in
Figure 12a). We are interested in exploring approaches to
enhance DeepRest in capturing such behaviors.

learn which APIs need to be emphasized for estimating the
respective resource. Such a mask is valuable since it reveals
which APIs are influential on a particular resource in a component. It can enable various additional use cases. For example, the application owner can identify which APIs can perform suboptimally without impacting user experience based
on their domain knowledge and locate those resources only
affecting them. This allows them to optimize the resource
cost when necessary. Figure 22 gives four example resources
by visualizing their learned API-aware mask with normalization: memory in the MediaMongoDB is affected only by
/uploadMedia, both CPU in the ComposePostService and
write IOps in the PostStorageMongoDB are influenced only
by /composePost, and CPU in the PostStorageMongoDB is
correlated to both /composePost and /readTimeline. Even
though such information may be obtained from static program analysis [68], gathering the source code of all components is difficult to execute in practice. In contrast, DeepRest
provides it as a byproduct by interpreting the neural network
parameters trained in a data-driven manner.
Scalability. While DeepRest uses advanced deep learning
techniques, it is scalable to large applications. The tracing
overhead is as low as 2.6% on the 99th percentile latency [29].
In terms of the application scale, each DeepRest expert has
a size of 801.5 kB, and the training time per expert is 5.4
seconds. The inference time to estimate one day of resource
utilization is 1.589 milliseconds per expert. Even though the
feature space can become larger in more complex applications, the inference time grows sub-linearly with the input
dimensionality due to the highly parallelizable computations
(e.g., increasing the input dimensionality by 10× and 100×
only leads to 1.08× and 1.21× longer inference time). Hence,
DeepRest can scale to thousands of components and offer fast
inference in real-time to, e.g., provide proactive application
sanity checks.
Future Work. The application owner may not need to
allocate resources in serverless environments, but such a
responsibility is delegated to the cloud provider. We are interested in extending DeepRest to optimize the infrastructure

7

Conclusions

We have presented DeepRest, a deep resource estimation
algorithm for API-driven microservices. It does not assume
any internal knowledge of the application and can learn directly from resource metrics and application traces readily
available in production cloud systems. DeepRest eliminates
the dependency on recurring patterns and provides accurate
estimation even for API traffic with unseen trends. Learning the causality between the application and resource layers also allows DeepRest to offer application sanity checks,
which verify whether the utilization in the production environment is justifiable by how the application is being used
w.r.t. the API traffic and identify potential anomalies such as
ransomware attacks and cryptojacking.
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A

• Microservices: The social network application from DeathStarBench [30] with Jaeger1 for distributed tracing and
Prometheus2 for resource monitoring.
• Social Network: The social graph [56] for initialization.
• Media: The photos from INRIA Person [26] for APIs related
to media (e.g., /uploadMedia).
A.3 Set-up
This subsection describes the preparation of the social network, the API traffic generator, and resource estimation.
A.3.1 Social Network Application. This artifact supports
minikube3 for experiment purposes. The README.md inside
the minikube-openebs directory provides instructions on
how to build a minikube supporting open-iscsi. This allows
the social network application to use OpenEBS4 to be the
storage engine, which provides per-PVC monitoring features
for DeepRest to estimate storage-related resources.
With the open-iscsi-enabled minikube, the social network
application can be launched using the YAML files provided in
the social-network directory. The README.md file provides
step-by-step instructions.

Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract
DeepRest is a deep learning-based resource estimation algorithm for interactive microservices. This artifact includes
four components to support the paper. To set up the experiment environment, we first provide a microservice-based
social network application instrumented with distributed
tracing and resource monitoring tools. We also provide an
API traffic generator sending API requests with customizable
workload characteristics, including the scale of application
users, the API composition, and the traffic shape to demonstrate DeepRest’s ability in estimating resources for API traffic different from the application learning phase. With the
above two components, we provide the source code of DeepRest and baseline approaches for resource estimation. Finally,
this artifact includes a web-based demo with precomputed
scenarios (e.g., estimating resources for an unseen scale of
application users) described in the paper for interactive analysis. The four components are released in a repository hosted
on GitHub, and each is associated with a dedicated README
file describing the setup and execution instruction.

A.3.2 API Traffic Generator. We use Locust5 to implement the API traffic generator. The locust directory contains the source code with instructions provided in README.md.
All required Python libraries can be installed with command:
pip install -r requirements.txt

A.2 Description & Requirements
A.2.1 How to access. The artifact is available on both
GitHub and Zenodo.
• GitHub
– Link: https://github.com/IBM/api-tracing-app-management
– Hash: 69ddb60cbee79217715efe687a89fa201a7c82ca
• Zenodo
– Link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6335690
A.2.2 Hardware dependencies. The artifact has been tested
on the following machine:
• Processor: Intel® Core i7-9700K CPU @ 3.60GHz × 8
• Graphics: GeForce RTX 2080 SUPER
• Memory: 32 GB
• Disk: 2.0 TB
A.2.3 Software dependencies. This artifact has been tested
on Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS and Python 3.7.
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A.3.3 Resource Estimation. All resource estimation algorithms included in this artifact are implemented using
Python and organized in the resource-estimation directory. Similar to the API traffic generator, we provide all necessary Python libraries in requirements.txt and can be
installed with the pip command as shown in Section A.3.2.
A.4 Evaluation workflow
A.4.1 Major Claims. Here are the major claims made in
the paper:
• (C1): DeepRest can accurately estimate resources even if
the query API traffic is different from the one during the application learning phase. This is proven by the experiments
sending API traffic with (E1-a) unseen scales of applications users, (E1-b) unseen API compositions, and (E1-c)
unseen API traffic shapes to DeepRest. The experiments
are described in Section 5.3 whose results are illustrated
in Figures 14-16.
1 https://www.jaegertracing.io
2 https://prometheus.io
3 https://minikube.sigs.k8s.io/
4 https://openebs.io
5 https://locust.io
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• (C2): DeepRest can conduct application sanity checks to
detect cyberattacks causing resource consumption that
cannot be justified by the actual API traffic the application
received. This is proven by the experiment (E2) described
in Section 5.4. The results are illustrated in Figures 19-20.

[Results] You will be given the learning curves of DeepRest, the figures comparing estimated resources by different
approaches (e.g., Figures 10b-c), and the quantitative studies.

Experiment (E2): Application Sanity Check [30 humanminutes + 2.5 compute-hours]: This experiment simulates
cryptojacking attacks. It uses DeepRest to take the API traffic
served by the application and estimate the expected resource
utilization, which will be compared with the actual consumption to identify the cyberattack.

A.4.2 Experiments. Here are the experiments supporting the above major claims:
Experiment (E1): Resource Estimation for Unseen API
Traffic [1 human-hour + 7 compute-hours]: This experiment
generates API traffic with characteristics different from the
one used for application learning by DeepRest to test its
ability in estimating resources given unseen queries. We can
expect DeepRest to offer more precise estimation compared
with baseline approaches.

[Preparation] We first follow the same preparation for Experiment (E1) above to deploy the social network, warm up, and
update the addresses in locust-crypto.py. Then, we copy
the pow.py in the locust directory to the PostStorageMongoDB container. It simulates the proof-of-work computations
in the mining process.

[Preparation] We first deploy the social network application following Section A.3.1 and obtain two addresses:
• NGINX_URL: The address to the frontend NGINX server.
• MEDIA_URL: The address to the media server.
Then, we update the addresses in the locust script inside the
locust directory based on the scenario to be studied:
• locustfile-scale.py for Experiment (E1-a)
• locustfile-composition.py for Experiment (E1-b)
• locustfile-shape.py for Experiment (E1-c)
Finally, we run the following command inside the locust
directory to load the social graph:
python warmup.py --addr=NGINX_URL

[Execution] Follow the steps below to run this experiment:
1. Run locust -f locust_normal.py to send one hour
of API requests to the social network application.
2. Run locust -f locust_crypto.py to send the second hour of API requests with a different workload
characteristic.
3. After the first 30 minutes of API requests, run python
pow.py in the PostStorageMongoDB container.
4. After finishing the load generation, go to the
resource-estimation directory.
5. Follow the data preparation instructions in README.md
to extract features from the distributed traces and prepare for the data using featurize.py.
6. Follow experiment instructions in README.md to run
estimate.py using the formatted data generated in
the previous step.

[Execution] Follow the steps below to run this experiment:
1. Run locust -f locust_normal.py to send one hour
of API requests to the social network application.
2. Run the locust script modified in the preparation stage
to send the second hour of API requests with a different
workload characteristic: locust -f locust_*.py
3. After finishing the load generation, go to the
resource-estimation directory.
4. Follow the data preparation instructions in README.md
to extract features from the distributed traces and prepare for the data using featurize.py.
5. Follow experiment instructions in README.md to run
estimate.py using the formatted data generated in
the previous step.
The script splits the data into two parts (training and testing).
The first part corresponds to API requests sent in Step 1 and
is used by DeepRest for application learning. The second part
corresponds to the unseen API traffic sent in Step 2. It is used
for evaluation and comparisons with baseline approaches.

[Results] We can compare the resource estimation for PostStorageMongoDB by DeepRest and the actual consumption
measured by Prometheus. The period where the estimation
deviates significantly implies the unjustifiable utilization of
resources and can be considered anomalous.
A.5 General Notes
We also include a web-based demo in the web-demo directory.
Following the step-by-step instructions in README.md to install the Python libraries and launch the web application, an
interactive platform is provided to visually compare resource
estimation approaches. We provide several pre-computed
scenarios to estimate resources for API traffic different from
the application learning phase, including variations in traffic
shapes, user scales, and API compositions.
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